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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1966-1967, Beckenbach [3,4] extended, among other things, the 
Holder and Minkowski inequalities by a method of the differentiability of 
multivariable real functions. In 1979, Wang [21] established the A-G 
(arithmetic-geometric), Holder, Minkowski, and Beckenbach inequalities by 
means of the convexity of multivariable real functions. However, their results 
dealt with only the discrete case of the inequalities. In the development of the 
theory of inequalities, the discrete and continuous cases of the inequalities 
have always been examined hand in hand (see Beckenbach and Bellman [S ], 
Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [ 111, Iwamoto and Wang [ 131, and 
Mitrinovic [ 16]), This examination has concerned not only the forms of the 
inequalities but also the methods used to establish them (e.g., see Iwamoto 
and Wang [ 131). For this reason, we investigate here the continuous coun- 
terparts of the works of Beckenbach and Wang mentioned above. Indeed, the 
set of classical inequalities for integrals has been established by various other 
methods (e.g., see [S, 11, 13, 161) as well. It is evident that the forms of 
inequalities for integrals can be regarded as nonlinear functionals (see [ 7, 14, 
191). On the other hand, in the study of nonlinear operators (and/or 
functionals), the differentiability of operators has been intensively and 
successfuly used to provide approximate solutions for nonlinear functional 
equations (e.g., see [7, 14, 19]), while their convexity has been used in a 
somewhat restricted manner (see Collatz [7, 334-341 I). Although the 
differentiability and convexity of nonlinear functionals have attracted 
considerable attention of many investigators (see [7, 9, 14, 15, 17-19]), it 
seems to have escaped notice that they can be employed to establish the 
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continuous versions of the discrete inequalities considered by Beckenbach 
13.41 and Wang 1211. This is the motivation of this paper. 
To this end, in Section 2, we shall summarize notations and definitions 
that will be used. In Section 3, we shall present several theorems concerning 
the characteristics of nonlinear real functionals. In the following sections we 
shall successively establish the continuous versions of the A-G, Holder. 
Minkowski. and Beckenbach inequalities by means of the theorems provided 
in Section 2 and conclude with some remarks. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let us begin by displaying some notations and symbols that we shall need: 
R = the field of real numbers. 
Rf={(xERIx>O). 
R” = ((x, ,..., xn) / xi E R, j = I,..., n). 
Q = an open convex subset of R”. 
X = {fif:Q + R 1 } = the set of integrable functions on R which is a 
Banach space by using the usual maximum norm (or sup 
norm, e.g., see [ 8,25 1). 
Ii = an open convex subset of X. 
iT = (F 1 F: U -+ R + } = the set of functionals on CJ. 
L, = L,(lJ, S,,U), p > 0 = the space of all pth power positive integrable 
functions over a given finite measure space (Q, S, ,D). 
For fE L,, we write 
Here and in what follows J‘ and dp are used to indicate irr and 
d/l(x) = dx, ‘.. dx,, respectively, whenever confusion is unlikely to occur. 
(J g> = (Sg dp, fEL,, gELplc,-,,. or S.gEX. 
#(A) = F(f+ Ah), FE~P-, f, hEX, AER, 
~‘(O)=;F(f+Ih)~,,~,=(i?,F,h)=(iF,h). 
e”(O) =-$F(f+ /lh) ),t=o = ($F, h2) = (F’F, h2) = Q, 
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where 4’(O) and 4”(O) are said to be the first and second Gateaux 
differentials (e.g., see [ 19, p. 35 ]), respectively. 
, w, j-EU. 
DEFINITION 1. The functional A : j7+ R is aftine if for every fE ,F, 
A(f)=L(f)+b, whereL:F -+ R is linear and b is a constant in R. 
DEFINITION 2. A functional F:U -+ R + has support at g E U if there is 
an afBne functional A : .F -+ R such that A(g) = F(g) and A (f) < F(f) (or 
A (f) > F(f)) for every fE U. 
We also refer to Collatz [ 71, Kantorovich and Akilov 1141, and Vainberg 
[ 191 for the properties of the Gateaux differentials in particular and 
definitions of nonlinear functionals (or operators) in general used throughout 
the paper (unless specified otherwise). 
For the classical inequalities cited here without mentioning any source, 
one should refer to Beckenbach and Bellman 151, Hardy et al. [ 111, or 
Mitrinovii- [ 161 for details. 
3. THEOREMS CONCERNING NONLINEAR POSITIVE FUNCTIONALS 
Corresponding to the definition, existance, and properties of the Gateaux 
differential of a nonlinear operator given in Vainberg [ 19, pp. 35-53 ], we 
can spell out the same for the Gateaux differential (a,F, g), f, g E X, of a 
nonlinear positive functional F of jr. However, we omit the nearly repetitive 
detail and refer to Vainberg [ 191 for it. 
We now adopt the idea of Vainberg [ 191 and create several theorems (see 
also Courant and John [ 81, Ekeland and Teman 191, Kantorovich and 
Akilov [ 141, Lee [ 15 ], Robert and Varberg [ 171 and Rockafellar [ 181 for 
comparisons) concerning nonlinear positive functionals as follows for our 
purpose. 
THEOREM 1. Let F have continuous second Gateaux differential on U. 
Then a point {E U at which %F(l) vanishes is a maximum point of F if 
a’F(<) < 0 throughout U, and a minimum point of F if throughout U 
@F(r) > 0. 
Remark. cYF(<) = 0 iff (aF(<), h) = 0 for any h E .X; a’F(<) > 0 iff 
< a’F(<), h2) > 0 for any h E jr; etc. 
THEOREM 2. Let F have continuous second Gateaux differential on U. 
Then F is convex (or concave) @ the quadratic form Q is nonnegative (or 
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nonpositive) for all f E U, h E .T. Moreover, if Q is positive (or negative) on 
U, then F is strictly convex (or concave). 
THEOREM 3. The nonlinear positive functional F is convex (or concave) 
on U iff F has support A(f) at each point 5 E Ii, A(<) = F(t) and 
A(f) < F(f) (or A(f) > F(f)) for ecev fE U. 
In view of the Taylor formula of F 
F(f) = F(t) + (aFW,f- t) + #‘(Wv (f- t)*Y. 0<8< 1 
proofs of Theorems l-3 can be easily given by transplantation from those 
for ordinary functions (e.g., see Courant and John 18, p. 243 1; Robert and 
Varberg 1 17. pp. 103, 108 1) an a routine repetition is thus omitted. d 
4. A-G INEQUALITY 
We state and prove A-G inequality as follows: 
THEOREM 4. If the functional (CO/~ UJ dp,f) is finite. therz 
G(f)< (#u d/l,/.). w.fE u 
w’ith equality iff f = k, where k E R + . 
To prove Theorem 4, we consider the functional 
(_ OJ dp, logf . 
Since 
and 
(1) 
(2) 
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By a use of the Pythagorean equality (e.g., see Wang [ 24, p. 98 J) on (3), we 
have Q < 0. Thus G is concave on U and the support of G atf= k is 
A(f) = aG(k)(f- k) + G(k) = WdP,f-k)+k=($wdAf). (4) 
Hence inequality (1) is established by a use of Theorem 3 on (2) and (4). 
Also, the sign of equality in (1) holds iff f= k. 
Remark. A simple manipulation of the form given in [...I of (3) yields 
the identity 
which is indeed a continuous version of the discrete Lagrange identity (see, 
e.g., Beckenbach and Bellman [S, p. 31 or Wang [21, p. 359)). 
5. HOLDER INEQUALITY 
We state and prove Holder inequality as follows: 
THEOREM 5. If p > 1, then 
(6) 
where g is given and q =p/(p - 1). The inequality sign in (6) is reversedfor 
0 < p < 1. In either case the sign of equality holds iff f p = cpgq, where 
cER+. 
To prove Theorem 5, we consider the functional 
w-I= Ilfll,. 
Since c~F = ((f ]I;-” Jfppl dp, and 
~‘F=(P- I)ifl:-'"[llfil:jf"'C- (jfp-‘&)‘l; 
Q=(P- lHfll;-‘“I4~ 
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where by a Lagrange identity similar to that of (5) 
I...I=lf”d~~fP-?h2d~- (,[fD ~‘hdJ >o. 
The support of F at J= cgqip is 
From the above, it follows that if p > 1, Q > 0 and if p < 1, Q < 0. Hence 
the theorem follows from Theorems 2 and 3, i.e., A(f) < F(f) for p > 1 and 
A(f) > F(fi for p < 1; in either case, A(f*) = F(f*), wheref” = cg4 “. 
6. MINKOWSKI INEQUALITIES 
We state and prove three Minkowski inequalities as follows (see 
Beckenbach 11) and Wang 1211 for a comparison): 
THEOREM 6. For co,& g E U, we have 
G(f+ 8) 2 G(f) + G(g) 
THEOREM 7. lf p > 1, then 
llf + gIlLI G llf IIp + II g/l,, LgE UnL,. (7) 
The inequality sign in (7) is reversed for 0 < p < 1. In either case. the sign of 
equality holds iff f = kg, where k E R ‘. 
THEOREM 8. Let Mt(jJ be the weighted mean of order t of the function f 
on D with weight w E U defined as follows: 
f 0”‘. t#O, rER. 
M,(f) = G(f ). 
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Then it satisfies Minkowski inequality 
M,(ff g) G M,(f) f M,(g), .figEU (8) 
for t > 1. The inequality sign is reversed in (8) jbr t < 1. In either case the 
sign of equality holds iff f = kg, where k E R ‘. 
Proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 are identical with those of Theorems 4 and 5 
gives in Wang [21, p. 3591, respectively. We omit the detail. 
To prove Theorem 8, we consider the functional 
F(f) = M, = M,(f). 
Since 3F = IV:-’ J‘ uf ‘-’ dp/l u dp, and 
Q=(t- I)M:2’[..,,l(jwdlr)l, 
where by a Lagrange identity similar to that of (5) 
[...]=jOffQj~f~-‘h2d~- (iwf-‘hdp)2>0. 
From (9), it follows that Q > 0 if t > 1 and Q < 0 if t ,< 1. Hence, by 
Theorem 2, Ml(fl is convex in f for t > 1 and concave in f for t < 1. 
Combining the above with M,(rf) = r-M,(f) for all r E R ‘, the conclusion of 
the theorem is now clear. 
7. BECKENBACH INEQUALITY 
One of the most interesting generalizations of the discrete Holder 
inequality was proved by E. F. Beckenbach as Theorem 1 given on page 24 
of [3]. This generalization is now known as Beckenbach inequality (see 
Mitrinovic [ 16) and Wang [ 20, 2 1 ] also). We cite it in a slightly modified 
manner as 
THEOREM 9. Let a, /I, A, B, kj E R ‘, m+l<j<n,O<m<nbegiven 
and let p and q satisfy q =p/(p - 1). Then for p > 1, the Beckenbach ine- 
quality 
(WI +PCJL~+,X~P)“~ ~ (aA +P~Y=m+ld$‘)“p, -. 
aB +P~~=,,,+1 kjxj aB +Px:J=m+r kjdj 
(10) 
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where 
dj = (Ak,JB)“‘“, m+l<j<!rz, 
holds for all x,+ , ,..., x, E R ‘. The inequality sign in (10) is reversed for 
0 < p < 1. In either case, the sign of equality holds iff 
xi = dj, ml+ l<j<n. 
Remark. Setting a=p= 1, A = C,J’:, CT, B = x.7 , k,,ci, where 
c, E R + are given, and d. = C. (m + 1 <j < n) in Theorem 9. we obtain 
f;;hE$ern 1 of Beckenbach (3, i. 241. 
Transliterating from Theorem 9, we formulate the continuous version of 
Beckenbach inequality as 
THEOREM 10. Let u, p, A, B E R + and k E U be given and let p and 9 
satisjj 9 = p/( p - 1). Then for p > 1, the inequal&> 
F(f) > F(d), (11) 
where 
F(f) = (aA + P II f lIYP 
aB+P<JK) 
(12) 
and 
d(x) = [Ak(x)/B I”‘“, .Y E sz 
holds for f E U n L,. The inequality sign in (11) is reversed for 0 < p < 1. In 
either case, the sign of equality holds iff f = d. 
We now give two proofs of Theorem 10. First, we consider the functional 
F(j) given in ( 12). Simple manipulations reveal that 
~F=D'(f)Wf) 
and 
i!w=j3(p- 1) (d +Pllfll;)“‘“‘-’ Tcfj- 33*.ik& 
aB -I- P(.L k) cd + P(L K) p(f)%f‘L 
where 
p(f)= Cd +P lIfllyp)- 
W + P < .L k))* ' 
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= (f”-‘-Ak/B,aB+Djkfdp-ljkdp) 
and 
T(f)=@ +8llfll;)jf”-‘C+ (~/p~‘du)2 (13) 
= cd ffp-’ dp +p( (jlf/l;i2fv-2)/2 - (&,j-‘P-2~9f~-‘~ * dp. 
P 
Since P(f) > 0, aF(f) = 0 iff S(f) = 0; i.e., aF(d) = 0, 
P (l/P)--2 
a%‘(d) =/I(p - 1) (“?;P;‘;;;)dj T(d) and T(d) > 0, 
> 
a2P(d) > 0 for p > 1 and a*F(d) < 0 for p < 1. Hence, by Theorem 1, F(f) 
has a unique minimum value for p > 1 and a unique maximum value for 
p < 1 at f = d. The theorem is thus proved. 
To prove Theorem 10 alternatively, we consider the functional 
F(f) = (aA + P Ilf Il;>“p. (14) 
Since & = /3@‘-” sf p-’ dp and 
#E=P(p- 1)I+2pT(f), 
where T(f) is given in (13), 
Q = (d2F, h2) =/3(p - l)k1-2p(T, h’). (15) 
From (15), it follows that Q > 0 if p > 1 and Q < 0 if p < 1. Moreover, the 
support of F at f = d is 
A(f) =3(d) + &d)(f - d) 
- 
=~[T’(d)+p<d’~‘,f-d)l 
@(d) 
= cd +&A/B)@, k) 
[d +P$W] 
&d) 
= aB + Pcd, k) W + P(f, k)). (16) 
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Applying Theorem 3, we obtain that A(f‘) > p(f) if p > 1 and 
A(f) < p(j) if p < 1. In either case, ,4(d) = I”(d) from (16). The conclusion 
of the theorem is now clear. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
For the other theorems given in Beckenbach [ 3,4), their continuous 
versions can be established likewise by means of Theorem 1 and details are 
thus omitted. 
It is also understood that a semi-norm in convex (see, e.g., Yosida (26. p. 
24)) but a convex functional needs not to be a semi-norm. For example, the 
convex functional P (given in (14)) is not a semi-norm. 
All the conditions given above for the equality case of each related 
inequality are stated such as ‘tf= kg.” In fact, it can be replaced by ‘s= kg 
almost everywhere” (e.g., see Halmos 110, p. 861 or Yosida 125, p. 15 1). 
Finally, let us point out that in turn Theorem 9 follows immediately from 
Theorem 10 by letting f(x) = CJrm+, .x~x,~,~+ ,,, ii(x) = z_lr m + , kix ,,., _ ,) 
(seeHalmos [lO,p.84~),d~=dx,x~R,andR=~m+l,n+l). 
The interrelation between the discrete and continuous cases of inequalities 
and among inequalities themselves (e.g., see 15. 11, 16. 22. 23 I) will be 
drawn a little closer by the above results. 
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